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We shall show that these correspondents are not arbitrary modules, but have a 
strong property with respect to specializations (see Corollary 2.8) which ensures 
that they belong to a family of modules that are theoretically classifiable using only 
local information about the group (see Corollary 3.12 and the remarks following 
it). This extends to arbitrary simple modular group modules the similar properties 
proven in [2] for such modules lying in blocks with trivial intersection defect 
groups. Indeed, we lean heavily on [2], and follow its notation as much as possible. 
As an addendum we indicate in Section 4 how our results can be extended from 
Green correspondents to sources of simple group modules. 
1. SPECIALIZATIONS 
We fix a prime p, a finite group G, and fields R and t satisfying: 
(1. la) f is an algebraically cloSed field of characteristic p. 
(1. lb) R is an algebraically closed extension field of infinite transcen- 
dence degree over t. 
We denote by Mod(RG) the class of all left, unitary modules ‘DI over the 
group algebra 52G having finite dimension dim,(m) over R. If PI is any 
valuation subring of R, then an %-firm 9JI, of a module ‘iUi’ E Mod(RG) is an 
Y-lattice in the R-vector space !UI (i.e., a free R-submodule having some R- 
basis of ‘3JI as an !&basis) which is also a G-submodule of 9X. Thus !JJIx is an 
SC-lattice from which the RG-module 9X is obtained by extending the 
ground ring from W to R, and its W-rank satisfies: 
rank&UL,J = dim&IX). (1.2) 
We say that a module % E Mod(RG) is defined over I if it has a I-form 
W,. Because t is algebraically closed, any indecomposable IG-direct 
summand of ‘9I remains indecomposable when the ground field is extended to 
R. This and the Krull-Schmidt theorem for modules in Mod(RG) imply: 
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(1.3) If% E Mod(RG) has a t-form %,, then any SIG-direct summand R’ 
of ‘ITI has a f-form ‘St which is tG-isomorphic to a tG-direct summand of ?I,. 
We shall fix a specialization over f of a module 9JI E Mod(RG) to a 
module !X E Mod(RG) defined over f. As in Theorem 2.10 of [2], this 
consists of 8, 9Xx, d and 9Ir satisfying: 
(1.4a) 31 is a valuation ring having R as its field of fractions and t as a 
complement to its Jacobson radical J(S), 
(1.4b) !JJL,, is an R-form of ‘ill, 
(1.4~) W, is a t-form of 3, considered as an %G-module via the 
projection of R onto t N S/J(%) in (1.4a), 
(1.4d) 4 is an %G-epimorphism of !Ul, onto R, with kernel J(S) !lR,. 
Since Q induces an isomorphism of the residue class fG-module 
!DlmgJJ(%) !.UI, onto R,, the usual equality: 
rank,(!U&) = dim,(W~J(%) mm,) 
and (1.2) imply: 
dim&WI) = dim,(R). (1.5) 
The R-algebra End&III) of all R-endomorphisms of !DI is itself a member 
of Mod(RG) with the conjugation action * of G defined by: 
(1.6) [a * w](m) = o(v(u-‘m)), for all u E G, w E Enda(9I) and m E 9i’. 
Since !JJI,, is an %-lattice of ‘$I, any R-endomorphism of !IR,, can be 
extended uniquely to a R-endomorphism of 2X. In this way we identify 
End,(!D&,) with an %-subalgebra of End,(!UI). Evidently End&IX,) is then an 
R-form of the RG-module End,(!.UI). Similarly End,(!I$) can be considered to 
be a f-form of End,(R). From (1.4d) it is clear that: 
(1.7) 4 induces a unique G-invariant epimorphism #” of the R-algebra 
End&UIm,) onto the t-algebra End,(%,) with kernel J(S) EndR(!IRnn) such that: 
[#“WMW = 9WG for all w E End,(!UQ and m E !I&. 
Thus !R, End&UIn), 4” and End&) form a specialization over f of 
End&III) E Mod(RG) to End&I). 
We now fix a subgroup P of G. The R-algebra End&lJIR) of all RP- 
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endomorphisms of 9JIn is the intersection of the R-subalgebra End&WI) of 
Enda(9JI) with the R-lattice End,@Q. This and (1.4a) imply that: 
(1.8a) End,&lJI~) is an R-direct summand ofEnd&R,J, 
(1.8b) EGt,P’4J is an S-lattice in Ends&WI). 
From (1.8a) and (1.7) we deduce that: 
(1.9) The restriction of $” is an %-homomorphism of the S-algebra 
End&R,,) into the f-algebra End,(Rr) with kernel @I) End&LRa), 
while from (1.8b) and this we get: 
dimR(End,,(YJI)) = rank,(End,(!DI,)) = dim,($E(End,(‘9Rm))). 
Since we similarly have: 
dim,(End,(YI,)) = dim,(End,(R)), 
we conclude that: 
(1.10) dima(End,(9JI)) < dim,(End,(W)), 
with equality holding here if and only I$ 
~EWGd~~>) = En4DJ. (1.11) 
We shall say that our specialization of ID1 to % is P-stable if equality holds 
in (1. lo), i.e., if (1.11) holds. Since 4” is G-invariant, we may then apply the 
usual trace map tr,,, from P-endomorphisms to G-endomorphisms (defined 
by 
trdv) = C 0 * w, 
D 
summed over representatives B for the right cosets UP of P in G) to obtain 
the key formula: 
$“b+&Wd~~))) = trp+o@4A%))~ (1.12) 
whenever our specialization is P-stable. 
We first apply this to the case in which R is P-projective, i.e., when 
tr,,,(End,(%)) is equal to End,,(W). 
PROPOSITION 1.13. If our specialization is P-stable and R is P- 
projective, then 9J is P-projective. 
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Proof: Evidently tr,,,(End,(R)) is obtained from tr,,,(End,(W,)) by 
extension of the ground field from f to R. So the P-projectivity of R implies 
that of !I$, i.e., the right side of (1.12) is just End,(%J. Since 
%+dEndRp(~~)) is an R-submodule of End,,(W,), it follows from this and 
(1.12) that: 
d”@%&%J) = En4,PJM = ~E(trp+GWhd%J)). 
Using (1.9) with G in place of P, we see that this implies: 
Eh&%) = tr,,, P&&W) + WV E&&JW 
The Nakayama lemma for the s-lattice End,,(!lIIm,) says that this is 
equivalent o 
i.e., to the P-projectivity of !I&‘%. By ground ring extension this implies the P- 
projectivity of 98, which is the proposition. 
A more subtle application of (1.12) is: 
PROPOSITION 1.14. If our specialization is P-stable and if%’ E Mod(RG) 
is P-projective hnd isomorphic to a RG-direct summand of R, then there is a 
RG-direct summand !VI’ of 9I specializing P-stably over t to 8’. 
Proof. In view of (1.3) there is an idempotent eE Endi&J$) such that the 
fG-direct summand elII, of ‘!Rr is isomorphic to a f-form Wi of ‘8’. Because %’ 
is P-projective, so are its f-form ‘Wi and the fG-isomorphic module eR,. It 
follows that e lies in the right side of (1.12). So that equality tells us that e is 
in the image of the %-order End&W,) under the ring homomorphism 4”. 
Since 9l is a valuation ring with the algebraically closed field of fractions R 
(see (1.4a) and (1. lb)), Proposition 1.10 of [ 1 ] gives us an idempotent 
e’ E End&I&) such that: 
e = #E(e’). (1.15) 
Then e”DI, is an !lIG-direct summand of !DI%, and hence is an R-form of the 
RG-direct summand %I’ = e’9R of 9X Furthermore, (1.4d) implies that the 
restriction 4’ of 4 is an %G-epimorphism of e’!UIm, onto e%i with kernel 
J(S) e’YJ&. So 31, e’9Jlm,, ‘Wi and the composition of 4’ with any fG- 
isomorphism of &, onto ‘%‘i form a specialization over f of YJI’ to R’. 
By (1.10) the P-stability of our specialization of 9JI to W is equivalent o 
(1.11). That equation and (1.15) imply that: 
tiE(e’ End,(%JI,) e’) = e End,(%,) e, 
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which is equivalent o: 
WE WGWW) = En4&$), 
and hence to the P-stability of the specialization of 9JI’ to W’ by (1.10). So 
the proposition holds. 
2. GREEN CORRESPONDENCES 
From now on we assume that our finite group G has subgroups P and H 
satisfying: 
(2.1) P is a p-subgroup whose normalizer N,(P) in G is contained in H. 
The Green Correspondence we want is between indecomposable modules 
9I E Mod@H) with vertex P (i.e., for which P is minimal among all 
subgroups Q of H for which W is Q-projective) and indecomposable modules 
R’ E Mod(RG) with vertex P. By Section 2 of [5] two such ‘9I and W’ 
correspond if either of the following two equivalent conditions is satisfied: 
(2.2a) W’ is, to within RG-isomorphism, the only indecomposable RG- 
module with vertex P which is isomorphic to a RG-direct summand of the 
induced module !RG E Mod(RG). 
(2.2b) 9I is, to within RH-isomorphism, the only indecomposable RH- 
module with vertex P which is isomorphic to a RH-direct summand of the 
restricted module WA E Mod(RH). 
Of course, the induced RG-module ?XG is the tensor product RG OIIH ‘ill E 
Mod(RG), and so has the decomposition: 
!-RG= + CT@%, 
OFLL 
(2.3) 
where .Y is a family of representatives for the right cosets aH of H in G. For 
any such u the summand u @ 31 is a R(“H)-submodule of YIG, where “H is 
the conjugate subgroup oHu-‘. Using the decomposition (2.3) we may 
identify each Hom,(u @ ‘8, r 0 ‘%) with a R-subspace of End&II’) so that: 
End,(WG) = 2 Hom,(u @ R, t @ 3). (2.4) 
L7,rs.Y 
The conjugation action (1.6) satisfies: 
7c * Hom,(u 0 ‘9, r 0 92) = Hom,(xu 0 W, rrr @ %), 
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for all rc E P and CT, r E .Y, where the right side is equal to one of the 
summands in (2.4). It follows that we have a Mackey Decomposition: 
where d is a family of representatives for the double cosets D(P)(a x z) 
(H x H) of the diagonal subgroup D(P) = {II x ~1 K E P} and the subgroup 
H x H in the direct product group G X G. We conclude that: 
dim,(End,&RC)) = c dima(HomaC,,,,,,,(o 0 % r @ a)), (2.5) 
UXTEE- 
for any W E Mod(J\H). 
Our main result can now be stated as: 
THEOREM 2.6. Suppose that R’ E Mod(RG) is indecomposable with 
vertex P, and corresponds in the Green correspondence toan indecomposable 
module R E Mod(RH) with vertex P. If W’ is defined over t, then so is W. I. 
in addition, ‘8’ is RG-isomorphic to any module !JR’ E Mod(BG) which 
specializes P-stably over f to R’, then R is StH-isomorphic to any module 
!UI E Mod(RH) which specializes over f to ‘9 and satisfies: 
(2.7) dim~(HomR~,,-,,,,,(~ 0 YJh r 0 ‘WI 
= dimdHom~tpnuHnrHj (a @ R, z @ W)), for all u, 5 E G. 
ProoJ If the RG-module W’ has a f-form !B’r, then its restriction ‘tRZg to a 
RH-module has the f-form (!B;>H. Since 9I is RH-isomorphic to a w-direct 
summand of %A by (2.2b), it follows from (1.3) that it has a f-form R,. So R 
is defined over f if R’ is. 
Now suppose that R’ is defined over f and isomorphic to any 
!IJI’ E Mod(RG) specializing P-stably over f to it. If !Dl E Mod(RH) 
specializes over f to R and satisfies (2.7), then the induced module 
‘911G E Mod(RG) specializes over f to RG, which is also defined over f. By 
(2.5) the condition (2.7) is equivalent o: 
dim,(End,&!lBG)) = dim,(End,(RG)), 
which says that the specialization of YJI’ to RG is P-stable. The P-projective 
module R’ is isomorphic to a RG-direct summand of Ill’ by (2.2a). So 
Proposition 1.14 gives us a RG-direct summand !UI’ of !UIG specializing P- 
stably over f to 8’. By hypothesis, !UI’ must be RG-isomorphic to R’. We 
may choose, by the Krull-Schmidt theorem, some indecomposable RH-direct 
summand !I&, of W so that W’ is RG-isomorphic to a RG-direct summand of 
9Jg. 
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Taking u = r = 1 in (2.7), we obtain: 
dim,(End,(!UI)) = dim,(End,(YI)). 
So ID1 specializes P-stably over f to !V. Since R is P-projective, this and 
Proposition 1.13 imply that W is P-projective. Hence so is its RH-direct 
summand !I&,. If !UIm, is Q-projective, for some subgroup Q c P, then !IRf, 
and hence !UI’, are Q-projective. This is impossible because 9J’ 2: W’ has 
vertex P. Thus lOI,, must have vertex P. 
Now (2.2a) tells us that 9R,, and !UI’ correspond under the Green 
Correspondence. But this correspondence is one-to-one on isomorphism 
classes of indecomposable modules with vertex P (see Theorem 2 in [S]). So 
the 8G-isomorphism of YJi” with %’ implies that !UIR, and W are RH- 
isomorphic. In particular, they have the same dimension. But lOI is a direct 
summand of !IJI, which has the same finite dimension as R by (1.5). 
Therefore YJI = %lI,, = R, and the theorem is proved. 
COROLLARY 2.8. If ‘3’ E Mod(RG) is simple with vertex P, and 
corresponds in the Green Correspondence to an indecomposable module 
9I E Mod(RH) with vertex P, then R is defined over f and is RH-isomorphic 
to any module 9JI E Mod(RH) specializing over f to it and satisfying (2.7). 
ProoJ The simple RG-module R’ is certainly defined over the 
algebraically closed subfield f of R. It is RG-isomorphic to any module 
!IJI’ E Mod(RG) specializing over f to it (see Proposition 3.4 of [2]). So the 
theorem implies this corollary. 
3. VARIETIES 
Fix an integer d > 0. Let Mat,(R) be the R-algebra of all d x d matrices 
with entries in R. We make L, = Hom,(RH, Mat,(R)) into an aSine space 
of dimension JHI dZ over R by assigning to each R-homomorphism TE L, 
the coordinates tG(T) defined for any p E H and i, j = l,..., d by: 
(3.1) t;(T) is the i, jth entry of the matrix T(p) E Mat,,(R). 
Then the d x d matrix representations T of H over R are just the points of 
the f-subvariety Rep,(RH) of L, defined by the equations: 
th = 6, for all i, j = l,..., d, (3.2a) 
+ Ch(T) Gjm = ‘?v7 
hrl 
for all II, p E H and i, j = l,..., d, (3.2b) 
where 6, is the Kronecker delta function with values in f. 
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The unit group GL(R) of Mat,(R) acts by conjugation on L,. The GL(R)- 
orbit FL(a) of any point T E Rep,(RH) is just the set of all representations 
equivalent o T. So there is a natural one-to-one correspondence between the 
GL (R)-orbits TG ‘(a) of Rep,(RH) and the isomorphism classes (9JI) of d- 
dimensional modules W E Mod(RH), in which F(a) corresponds to (!JJI} if 
and only if there is some R-basis m, ,..., md of 9JI such that: 
pm, = f tTi(T) mj for all p E H and i = l,..., d. (3.3) 
j=l 
So we may associate to each T E Rep,(RH) a function f, from G x G to 
(0, L..., d*} by setting: 
fT(c, r) = dim,(Hom A(PnoHnrH)(~ 0 % 5 0 W), (3.4) 
for all u, r E G, where %JI is any d-dimensional RH-module corresponding to 
T (i.e., whose isomorphism class {9X} corresponds to the GL(R)-orbit 
FL(a)), and where the tensor product is over RH. 
Of course the above function fT can be computed directly from the coor- 
dinates tG(T) of T. Let t [t] be the algebra of all polynomials in the coor- 
dinate functions t$ of L, with coefficients in f. 
LEMMA 3.5. There exists, for each u, z E G, a d2 1 P 17 “H n ‘HI x d2 
matrix B(t, u, t) with entries in t[t] such that: 
fr(o, r) = d2 - rank(B(t(Q, u, r)) for all T E Rep,(RH). 
Prooj Pick any T E Rep,(RH) and any module W E Mod(SiH) with a 
R-basis m, ,..., m4 such that (3.3) holds. Then a @ m, ,..., a @ md and 
t @ m, ,..., r @ md form R-bases for u @ YJI and r @ !UI, respectively. So there 
is an isomorphism A of the R-vector space Hom,(u @ W, t @ ‘9JI) onto 
Mat,(R) sending any v in the former space into the matrix A(v) = [aij] 
determined by: 
w(u 0 mi) = i aji(z @ mj) for all i = l,..., d. 
j=l 
Such a v/ is a Pn “H n ‘H-homomorphism if and only if: 
A(W) TW = Ttn”)4~), forallzEPnaHn’H. (3.6) 
Here, of course, T(Y) and T(9) are both defined since rrO = u-‘rtu and 
n’ = 5-1 71t both lie in H. Writing these matrix equations in terms of their 
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entries, we obtain an equivalent system of c = d2 IPn “H n ‘HI 
homogeneous linear equations: 
i bta,=O for h = l,..., c, 
i,j= 1 
whose coefficients bb are fixed f-linear combinations of the entries of the 
various T(Y) and T(w’) in (3.6), and hence of the coordinates t$(7’) of T 
(see (3.1)). Since the dimension fT(u, t) of the solution space of this last 
system is d2 - rank(B(t(l”), 0, t)), where B(t(7’), u, r) is a matrix formed 
from the coefficients bt, the lemma follows from this. 
Two consequences of this description of fT are important. 
PROPOSITION 3.7. (a) Zf T, E Rep,(RH) specializes over f to 
T E Rep,(RH), then: 
for all u, r E G. (3.8a) 
(b) Zf g is any function from G x G to (0, l,..., d’}, then the set V,(g) 
of all T E Rep,(RH) satisfying: 
f#, t) 2 g(o, 5) 
is a f-subvariety of L,. 
for all u, r E G, (3.8b) 
Proof: (a) Of course, the specialization from T, to T is in the sense of 
algebraic geometry (see Section 2 of [2]). Because the entries of B(t, u, t) lie 
in f [t], the matrix B(t(T,,), u, r) is sent into B(t(T), u, t) by this 
specialization, for all u, t E G. It follows that: 
rank(B(t(T,), u, 5)) > rank(W(T), 0, 7)) for all u, 5 E G, 
which is equivalent o (3.8a) by Lemma 3.5. 
(b) The inequalities (3.8b) are equivalent o: 
rank(W(O?, u, r)) < d* - g(u, r) for all u, r E G, 
which merely says that certain minors of the B(Q), u, t) vanish. By Lemma 
3.5 this is equivalent o the vanishing at T of certain polynomials in t[t]. So 
V,(g) is a f-variety. 
In view of Theorem 2.6 we are interested in d-dimensional StH-modules W 
satisfying: 
(3.9) R is defined over f, and is RH-isomorphic to any !UI E Mod(RH) 
specializing over f to % such that (2.7) holds. 
481/78/2-8 
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This can be translated into geometric conditions on corresponding 
representations T.
THEOREM 3.10. Let T be any point in Rep,(RH), let !I be any module in 
Mod(RH) corresponding to T, and let U be any irreducible component of the 
f-variety V,(fr) such that T E U. Then W satisfies (3.9) if and only if pLfR’ 
is an open subset of U in the Zariski R-topology. 
Proof. We know from Lemma 1.8 of [2] that FL(s) is a R-open subset 
of its closure cla(TCL(a) ) in the Zariski R-topology, and that that closure is 
an irreducible R-variety. Since pLcn) is clearly contained in VddfT), it must 
be contained in the irreducible f-component U of that variety. Furthermore, 
FL(a) is a R-open subset of U if and only if clR(TGL(a)) equals U. 
Suppose that R satisfies (3.9). By (l.lb) we may choose some generic 
point T,, for U over t. Then T,, specializes over t to T E U, so that (3.8a) 
holds by Proposition 3.7. The opposite inequalities to (3.8a) hold since 
T,, E VJf,). Hence we have: 
f,,(u, r) =f,(u, t) for all o, z E G. (3.11) 
In view of (3.4) this says that any module W E Mod(RH) corresponding to 
T,, satisfies (2.7). Because TO specializes over f to T, Theorem 2.10 of [2] 
tells us that m specializes over f to R in the sense of Section 1. So m is RH- 
isomorphic to 9I by (3.9), i.e., TO lies in pLca’. 
The hypothesis that R is defined over f says that TGLtR) contains some 
point T’ with coordinates in f. It follows from Lemma 1.8 of [2] that 
~1,(7+~‘“‘) = cI~((T’)~~(‘)) is a t-subvariety of U. Since it contains the 
generic point T,, of U over f, it must therefore equal U. As remarked in the 
first paragraph above, this implies that FL(a) is R-open in U. 
Now suppose that FL(a) is R-open in U. Since t is algebraically closed 
(see (l.la)) and U is a f-variety, its open subset FL(a) must contain some 
point T’ with coordinates in I. Hence W is defined over I, and FL(*) is f- 
open in U = cla( Z+L’R’). 
Let 9JI be any module in Mod(RH) specializing over I to 9I and satisfying 
(2.7). Then !UI has the same dimension d as R (see (1.5)), and hence 
corresponds to some T,, E Rep,(RH). By Theorem 2.10 and Lemma 2.3, 
both of [2], we may choose such a TO so that it specializes over f to T. By 
(3.4) the conditions (2.7) are equivalent to (3.11). Thus T,, lies in V,dt;), 
and so lies is some irreducible f-component U’ of that variety. Since T,, 
specializes over f to T, the latter point also lies in U’. But then U’ contains 
ClR(~ >- L(R) - U by the first paragraph above. Hence the two irreducible 
components U and U’ of V,(f,) coincide. If T,, does not lie in the f-open 
subset pLcn) of U, then none of its. f-specializations can lie in that subset. 
This contradicts the fact that T,, specializes over f to T. Therefore T,, lies in 
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FL(a) and 9JI is RH-isomorphic to R. So R satisfies (3.9) and the theorem is 
proved. 
COROLLARY 3.12. For any positive integer d there are at most a finite 
number of isomorphism classes of d-dimensional RH-modules R satisfying 
(3.9). These modules can (theoretically) be classiJied. 
Proof. We give the recipe for their classification. For each of the finite 
number of functions g from G x G to {O, l,..., d2} construct the f-variety 
Vd( g) and decompose it into its finite number of irreducible f-components U. 
Pick a generic point Tv over f of each such U. If g #fT, discard Tv. If 
Vu) GLct) is not R-open in U discard Tv. The finite set of remaining Tv 
consists, by the theorem, of exactly one representative from each GL(R)- 
orbit of representations corresponding to isomorphism classes of d- 
dimensional RH-modules 9I satisfying (3.9). So the corollary holds. 
Notice that Eq. (2.7) holds by (1.5) if Pn OHf7 ‘H is 1. So these cases 
can be discarded in the above discussion, and we only need consider the 
varieties Vd( g) defined by (3.8b) when PI? “Hn ‘H 1 1. These varieties, 
and thus the “classification” of Corollary 3.12, are determined entirely by 
local information about the embedding of H in G. They do not require global 
knowledge of G. 
4. SOURCES 
The above results for Green correspondents can be extended to sources 
with the aid of some preliminary lemmas. We start with a simple dimension 
count. 
LEMMA 4.1. Zf W E Mod(RG) is defined over f, has dimension d > 0, 
and corresponds to T E RepJIG), then the irreducible f-variety cla(pL(a)) 
has dimension d2 - dim,(EndaG(%)). 
ProoJ The R-algebra End,,(R) is isomorphic to the centralizer algebra: 
(X = {A E Mat,(R) 1 A T(o) = T(u) A for all u E G}. 
The closed algebraic subgroup GL(R) n (I of GL(R) is just the unit group U 
of B. Hence its dimension Dim(v) as a St-variety is just the dimension 
dim,(K) of LI as a R-algebra. So we have: 
dim,(End,,(R)) = dim,(a) = Dim( U’). (4.2) 
Lemma 1.8 of [2] says that pLcn) is a non-empty t-open subset of the 
irreducible f-variety clR(pL(a) ). So it contains a generic point T’ of 
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cl,(TGL’R’) over t by (l.lb). The group variety GL(8) = GL,(R) of non- 
singular d x d matrices is naturally defined over I, as is the regular map f of 
GL(R) onto FL(*) sending any M E GL(R) into TM = M- ‘TM. Counting 
dimensions, we obtain: 
Dim(cl,(TGL’“‘)) = Dim(GL(R)) - Dimdf-‘(T’)). 
The variety GL(R) has dimension d*. For any M’ Ef-‘(T’) we have: 
f-‘(T’) = {MM’ 1 ME GL(R), TM = T} = UM’. 
It follows that right multiplication by M’ in the group GL(R) is an 
isomorphism of the St-variety U onto f - ‘(T’). Hence: 
Dim(cl,(pL”‘)) = d* - Dim(u). 
The lemma follows from this and (4.2). 
The key remark is: 
PROPOSITION 4.3. Suppose that !Dl, 8 E Mod(RG) are both defined over 
t, and that %I specializes G-stably over f to ‘3. Then rXn is RG-isomorphic to 
9l. 
Proof: The modules 9JI and !II have the same R-dimension d by (1.5). If 
d = 0, the proposition is trivial. If d > 0, we may choose representations TO, 
T E Rep,(tG) corresponding to !UI, W, respectively. Then G-stability is 
equivalent o: 
dim~(End~,(YJI)) = dim,(End,,(!R)). 
This and Lemma 4.1 say that the irreducible f-varieties ~la(c~“‘) and 
~ls(,~(a)) have the same dimension. But the former variety contains the 
latter by Lemma 2.3 of [2], since YJI specializes over t to R. Hence they 
must be equal: 
Cl,(y’a’) = Cl&=@)). 
Now c(a) and pLcn) are two non-empty f-open subsets of the same 
irreducible t-variety, by Lemma 1.8 of [2]. Therefore they have a point in 
common, and the proposition is proved. 
We shall only need the following application of the above proposition: 
COROLLARY 4.4. Suppose that P is a subgroup of G, that ‘3 E Mod(*) 
is defined over f, and that u @ !tI E Mod(RP) is the conjugate of 9l by some 
a E N,(P). If a @ 8 specializes over f to !R, then o @ Yt is SIP-isomorphic to 
w. 
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Proof: Clearly u @ W is also defined over f, and the R-algebra 
End,@ @ ‘%) is isomorphic to End,(%). So u 0 R specializes P-stably over 
t to !B. Now the proposition, with P and u @ W in place of G and !Ul, gives 
this corollary. 
As in Section 2, we are interested in indecomposable modules 
9I’ E Mod(RG) having a fixed p-subgroup P of G as a vertex. By Section 3 
of [4] a source for such an W is an indecomposable module % E Mod(RP) 
determined to within RP-isomorphism and N,(P)-conjugacy by either of the 
two conditions: 
(4.5a) ‘%’ is isomorphic to a RG-direct summand of the induced module 
‘3’ E Mod(RG), 
(4.5b) fl has vertex P and is isomorphic to a RP-direct summand of the 
restricted module 8; E Mod(W). 
The equivalent for sources of Theorem 2.6 is: 
THEOREM 4.6. Suppose that ‘S’ E Mod(RG) is indecomposable with 
vertex P, and that !R E Mod(W) is a source for R’. If R’ is defined over t, 
then so is W. If, in addition, 3’ is RG-isomorphic to any module 
9X’ E Mod(RG) which specializes P-stably over t to R’, then % is RP- 
isomorphic to any module !N E Mod(W) which specializes over f to % and 
satisfies: 
(4.7) dim,-@omR~,,,,,,(~ 0 mm, r 0 W) 
= dimdHmt~pnupn,, (a@%,~@%)) forallu,zE G. 
Proof: If %’ is defined over t, then so is its restriction ‘8;. So (1.3) for P 
and (4.5b) imply that !lI is defined over 1. 
Assume, in addition, that %’ is isomorphic to any !lR’ E Mod(RG) 
specializing P-stably over f to Yl’. If !Ul E Mod(W) specializes over f to Yl 
and satisfies (4.7), then 9JIG E Mod(RG) specializes over f to 91G. As in (2.5) 
we have: 
dim,(End,(9JIG)) = c dim,(Homa(,,,,,,(u 0 ‘iDI, r 0 YJI)), 
UXTCY 
where 9 is any family of representatives for the D(P), P x P-double cosets 
in G x G. A similar formula holds with !R in place of 9.R So (4.7) implies the 
P-stability of the specialization of !JJIG to 92’. 
Now ‘8’ is P-projective since P is its vertex, and is isomorphic to a RG- 
direct summand of ?RG by (4.5a). Applying Proposition 1.14 to the P-stable 
specialization of WC to RG (which latter module is defined over t since ‘9I is), 
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we obtain a RG-direct summand YJI’ of 9JIG specializing P-stably over t to 
9I’. By hypothesis, m’ is S\G-isomorphic to ‘%‘. Thus (4.5b) implies that VI is 
isomorphic to a RP-direct summand of 9X;, which, in turn, is a RP-direct 
summand of (m”),. But the Krull-Schmidt theorem and the Mackey 
Decomposition for (9JIG), force any indecomposable RP-direct summand of 
this module either to be isomorphic to a direct summand of u @ YJI for some 
u E N,(P) or to have vertices properly contained in P. Since !lI has vertex P 
by (4.5b) and has the same R-dimension dim,(!IJI) as each u @ W by (1.5) 
we conclude that 9I is RP-isomorphic to t @ W for some r E N,(P). 
The RP-module !R is defined over t, and its N,(P)-conjugate t-’ 0 !R = !Ul 
specializes over I to R. So Corollary 4.4 implies that 9Jl is RP-isomorphic to 
!R, which completes the proof of the theorem, 
COROLLARY 4.8. If R’ is a simple RG-module with vertex P, then any 
source ‘9I E Mod(RP) for 9I’ is defined over f and is RP-isomorphic to any 
module 9J E Mod(RP) specializing over f to 9I and satisfying (4.7). 
Proof The simple module %’ is defined over the algebraically closed 
subfield t of R. It is RG-isomorphic to any module YJI’ E Mod(RG) 
specializing over t to 9I’ (see Proposition 3.4 of [2]). So the theorem implies 
this corollary. 
The reader can verify that our arguments in Section 3 do not use the 
hypothesis that N,(P) c H in (2.1). They only need the inclusion P E H. So 
they are valid if we set H equal to P. In that case Corollary 3.12 becomes: 
THEOREM 4.9. For any positive integer d there are at most a finite 
number of isomorphism classes of d-dimensional RP-modules VI satisfying the 
conclusions of Theorem 4.6 or Corollary 4.8, i.e., such that: 
(4.10) 9I is dej%ed over f and is W-isomorphic to any module 
ID7 E Mod(W) specializing over f to !I and satisfying (4.7). 
These modules can (theoretically) be classified. 
The only contribution of the rest of the group G to (4.7) is through the 
conjugation monomorphisms (.)” and (.)’ of P n “P n ‘P into P. Hence 
(4.7) is certainly satisfied if: 
(4.11) dim,(Homac(a @ 9JI, 6 @ 9JI)) = dima(Hom&a 0 fl, 6 0 a)), 
for all subgroups Q of P and all monomorphisms a, 6 of Q into P. 
It follows that: 
(4.12) Theorem 4.6 and its Corollary 4.8 remain true if the references to 
(4.7) in their statements are replaced by references to (4.11). 
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The advantage of (4.11) is that it depends only on the group P and not on 
the “overgroup” G (its disadvantage is that it puts many more conditions on 
the specialization of YJI to 8). Since there are only a finite number of 
subgroups Q of P and monomorphisms of such Q into P, the reader can 
easily verify that Theorem 4.9 also remains valid if (4.7) is replaced by 
(4.1 l), and hence that: 
(4.13) For any p-group P and any positive integer d, there are at most a 
finite number of d-dimensional RP-modules !iI which can be sources of simple 
RG-modules !I’ with vertex P for finite overgroups G of P. These modules W 
can (theoretically) be classified. 
The preceding remark is obviously related to Question 2.8 of 131. 
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